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Rollins
College, Winter Park, Florida, April 5, 1956

***

No. 20

Students Turn Out To Elect Hull President
Pelican Plans
Deferred For
Further Info.
Student Council decided in meeting Monday night not to make any
definite move toward improving
the Pelican until more information is obtained on the financing
of a new building. Pelican chairman, Frank Wolfe, will make a
further report a t the next meeting. Proposed improvements for
the present building are a heating system and modernizing the
kitchen.
Fiesta chairman, Matt Sinnott,
announced that the final figures
on Fiesta should be ready in two
weeks.
President Dennis Folken and
Dean Justice asked t h a t Council
to remind all students t h a t no
alcoholic beverages will be allowed
at Harper-Shepherd Field. The
field is college property and so
subject to the college regulations
concerning drinking.
Council approved adding the
duties of the Student Academic
Advisory Committee to those of
the Student-Faculty Committee,
thus eliminating the Academic
committee.
A motion for a whirlpool bath
for the athletic • department was
defeated.'
The students were reminded of
the elections on Tuesday for Sudent Council positions and publications. A vote will also be taken
on the semester vs. term proposal.

French Student
To Join Rollins
On $2,500 Grant
A $2500 scholarship to enable
a student from France to attend
Rollins College has been established by Mme. Pierre Lecomte
du Nouy.
Mme. Lecomte du Nouy is the
widow of the author of Human
Destiny. In 1952 she also established a trust fund of $3000 to
award the annual essay prize of
$100 to the best student essay on
her husband's famous book.
Shirley Miller now a Senior won
the prize in 1955. The students
are given a choice of various
themes to write their essays upon
in the annual contest. The entries
are judged upon their literary
form and content.

CIBA AWARDS
CARROLL $800
FOR RESEARCH
Ciba Pharmaceutical Company
of Summit, N. J., has awarded Dr.
Donald Carroll, Associate Professor of Chemistry of Rollins College, an $800 grant for research
work this summer.
The money is to help Dr. Carroll
continue his research in making a
series »f new derivatives from
alkyl cinchoninic acids which he
began sometime ago. When his
work is completed, he will send
results to Ciba to study for possible
pharmalogical
properties.
The New Jersey company is interested in compounds having antitubercular
and
anti-spasmodic
functions.
Dr. Carroll will do his summer
research in Knowles Hall, Rollins
Science Building.
Dr. Carroll has been head of
the Science Department for the
past tw# years.

Library Honors
28th President

With Exhibit
An exhibition commemorating
the 100th birthday of the late
Woodrow Wilson, twenty-eighth
President of the United States,
opens Sunday, April 15, at Mills
Memorial Library, Rollins College.
Included in the exhibit are
photographs, reproductions of letters and state papers, newspaper
and magazine clippings, and memorials pertaining to the life and
work of Wilson. Also on exhibit
are selected books, based on an
authoritative list by Katherine E.
Brand, Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress, and brought
up to date by the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation.
Of special interest locally will
be personal papers of the late Dr.
Hamilton Holt, president of Rollins College, which show how he
and Wilson worked together for
the League of Nations and world
peace. These items were selected
by Dr. Warren Kuehl, Rollins '49,
who is currently working on a
biography of Dr. Holt.
The exhibit will be open to the
public 7-10 p.m.; Monday through
Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and 7-10
p.m.; and Saturday 9 a.m.-l p.m.
Closing date will be April. 30.

HaldcmanW ins Editorship
O f Sandspur; 2 Run-offs
The largest number of students
in the history of campus elections
turned out for last Tuesday's balloting. Approximately 7 1 % of the
student body which totaled 408
voters took part in the elections.

President Hull

ROLLINS SINGERS
TO PERFORM
FRIDAY NIGHT

her sorority. Fran is president of
Phi Society and president of P a n
Hellenic council.
Dick Haldeman was also announced as an election winner over
the Beanery loudspeaker system.
Dick will hold down the editorship
of the Sandspur for the coming
year. He has previously been cosports editor for the campus paper
and sports publicity assistant for
the Rollins News Bureau.

Pres Hull gained a first-ballot
victory over Moody and Matt Sinnott in the race for the president's
chair. Pres has been a Student
Council Representative and has
served on the Traffic and Beanery
Bob Tate will assist Dick as
advertising manager of the SandCommittees.
spur. This will be Bob's first large
Corky Boders will be Pres' run- job on the newspaper. Another
ning mate for the coming year newcomer to the staff will be Jack
in the position of vice president. Powell who was former comptroller. Jack will handle the position
Delle Davies and F r a n Swice- of business manager.
good were both unable to gain
a majority on the first ballot for.
Unopposed candidate for the
the secretarial office of Student editorship of the Flamingo, Bob
Council. A run-off will be held in Eginton, will assume his duties
the Student Center April 5th, with immediately. Paul Ackerman, also
the polls opening at 9 a.m. and unopposed, was elected to the
closing at 4 p.m.
position of editor of the "R" Book.

Delle, who has served as a Student Council Representative two
years and as alternate one year,
has also held the position of recording secretary in Gamma Phi
The Rollins Consiervatory of Beta and is present second viceMusic will present the Rollins president and social chairman.
Singers in the sixth recital of its
Fran has represented Kappa
concert series at 8:30 p.m., Friday,
Gamma for two years as Student
at the Annie Russell Theatre.
Council Representative as Delle
The Singers compose a group has. She is also vice-president of
directed by Robert
Hufstader,
Director of the
Conservatory.
Gerson Yessin, pianist, will be the
accompanist. Members of the group
are: Sarah Barber, Lee Boardman,
Ann Bowers, Leon Brauner, Angela Burdich, Donald Cobb, Richard
Burns, Martha Decker, Ronald
Fishbaugh, Sandra Fogarty, WilDuring the week of April 9th,
liam Hardy, Edward Hotaling,
Joanne Lange, Joan^ MacLelland, three representatives will visit the
Fred Mauk, Susan Mauk, Thomas Rollins campus to talk to interestMorris, Jeanne Newton, Kenneth ed students.
On April 10, Lt. Richard A.
Pahel, John Poellein, and Barbara
Kiel, Medical Service Procurement
Works.
Officer, will hold a meeting of
Soloists will include Ann Bow- pre-medical students, prior to entry
ers,
Susan Mauk, and Jeanne medical or dental school or the
scientific professions, to acquaint
Newton, who are sopranos. Fred
students with opportunities availaMauk will sing tenor and Kenneth ble in the Army Medical Service.
Pahel will sing baritone solos.
On April 11, Mr. S. Lyle Graham,
Personnel Director of the
The program will include six love
Davison-Paxon Company, one of
waltzes by Johannes Brahms. Han- Atlanta's l a r g e s t
department
del's L'Allegro-H Penseroso will stores, will interview men and
also be presented and Orlando women students for the Junior
Executive Training Squad. DavidDi Lasso.
son-Paxon is one of the Macy
stores and has seven branches in
Georgia and South Carolina.
On April 12, Mr. Earl R. Weaver,
Personnel Director of the Prudential Insurance Company of America, will visit the campus to interview students for home office
positions for both men and women

Bureau

Sets
Interview Dates
For Students

The

second

run-off to result
[from
Tuesday's
elections is that
of the Tomokan
e d i t o r . Sandy
Hose and J i m
Simmons will vie
for the post in
the same balloting for the secretarial office of
Student Council.
Sandy has forHaldeman
merly been advertising manager for the Sandspur and business manager of the
1955 Tomokan. Jim has also worked on the Tomokan staff.
Anne Wilkinson will continue on
the Tomokan staff as before but
this time in a new position. She
will be the business manager for
the year book.
The recently elected staff members, editors, and managers will
assume their duties on the Sandspur next week. These elected to
positions on the Tomokan will
take over their jobs next year.

Hose

Simmons

Davies

Swicegood

Fred Stone Theatre, Rollins
College, will present William
McCleery's comedy, Good Housekeeping, directed by Donald S.
Allen, April 11, 12, and 13 a t
8:30 p.m. Tickets will not be
sold in advance. Box office
opens at 7:45 p.m. each evening
of the performance.

New students gather for a get acquainted chat on the steps of the center. L<
Spencer, Robert Gaddy, Shelby Hiatt, Emily McGiffin, and Don Scharfetter.

in Prudential's new, large home
office organization in Jacksonville.
On April 17, Mr. W. T. Gunter
of the Firestone Tire and Rubber
Company, will interview men students. This is the first time he has
been here since 1954.
Further information about these
visits can be obtained in the Placement Bureau. Dr. Greenhut directs
are Don the activities of the Placement
Bureau here at Rollins.

The Student Council elects will
take office as soon as the run-off
for the secretarial post is completed. All students are urged to
vote on Thursday in the Student
Center for the election of Tomokan editor and secretary of Student Council.

Two

The

The Rollins Sandspur

Rollins

Parade O f Opinion

Published weekly at Rollins College, Winter Park
Florida. Publication office - Room 8, Carnegie Hall
BUT VOTE WITH CARE
telephone 4-981. Member of Associated Collegiate Press VOTE
and Florida Intercollegiate Press Association. Entered as
(ACP) — College elections are important and so is the vote of
second class matter November 14 1925, at the Post every sudent, as this editorial in the Mississippi State Reflector obOffice at Winter Park, Florida, under the act of March serves:
3, 1879. Subscription price - $1.50 one term, $2JO two
Your vote is important.
terms, $330 full year.
EDITORIAL BOARD
What difference will one vote make? you ask.

Ift

Editor
Business Manager
JVews Editor _
F e a t u r e Editor ._
Co-sports E d i t o r s

—
Sue Dunn
R a Moody
It might make a lot of difference. One vote in one state's delega_ Anita W a d s w o r t h
_
- _
Sidney K r o m e r tion in the House of Representatives gave Thomas Jefferson the oneDick H a l d e m a n
vote margin he needed to become third President of the United States.
Jim Locke
Associate Snorts E r i t o r
:
_. Liz H u d g i n s
Advertising Commissioner _
Sandy Hose
(One more vote for Jefferson in the Electoral College would have
Circulation Manager
Stu Maples, J u d y Adams
Circulation Assistants
Goody Barney, Bud prevented the crisis which resulted in the election being thrown into
Bilenski, J o h n Troy.
Archiavist
J u d y E a r l e the House of Representatives.)
E d i t o r i a l Staff
_ _ J i m Browne, Bob E g i n t o n .
Anita W a d s w o r t h , E a r l e n e Roberts, Roma Neundorf,
One vote in the Senate saved Andrew Johnson from impeachment
Guy Filosof, George Milam, Bill Behrmann, P a t Feise,
George Milam, Bill Behrmann, P a t Feise, Susan and the office of President from disgrace.
Dunn, Lynne Kaelber, B a r b a r a E n n i s , Tom DiBacco,
F r a n Swicegood, Nancy Haskell, Ginger Carpenter.
Less than a thousand votes in New York state elected Grover
Photography
.—
W i n Taylor
_

_

Cleveland president over James G. Blain.

EDITORIAL

A change in a thousand votes in California would have defeated
Woodrow Wilson for reelection.

Heaven's to Betsy
This is the 29th and last issue of The
Sandspur under my direction as editor-inchief, and I find it rather a shock. So much
so that during my month's reprieve during
the trial editions I often threw myself back
up here to the office to use the typewriters
and atmosphere for homework or letters.
The whole year has been delightful and all
too fast, but each moment (I know it's trite)
is memorable climaxing, of course, in the receiving of the All-American award. However, one of the most outstanding rewards of
being editor is getting to know people with
whom otherwise little contact would be made.
This statement includes the administration,
faculty, students, President McKean and also
implies my appreciation of the great help
they have not only given but often offered.
The new editor-in-chief and the new staff
will be comfronted with many, many, many
problems, but these are more than offset by
the pleasure of technical work on the Sandspur, making new contacts, attending meetings involving major problems of Rollins
College, writing nasty editorials, and on and
on and on . . . I may not be the first'but
certainly am the most sincere and ardent
congratulator of Dick Haldeman on winning
the election and the privilege of being editorin-chief of the Rollins Sandspur. It's an unforgetable although wearing experience.
Sue Dunn

An Accounting
The Sandspur financial report prepared
by Business Manager, Ra Moody, shows the
paper to be in relatively good standing with
$2,622.50 on hand and the expenses of only
eight issues more to account for. The figures
include, for the most part, all of fall and
winter terms.
INCOME
Student Council appropriation
$5,500.00
Advertising (paid)
1,304.85
Advertising (unpaid)
881.72
Subscriptions
86.30
Reprints of Photographs
86.50
Miscellaneous
4.23
Total Income
EXPENDITURES
Printing and Engraving
(through March)
Salaries
Miscellaneous
Photography (fall term)
Commissions

$7,863.60

Total Expenditure
Total Income
Total Expenditure (less)

$5,241.10
$7,863.60
$5,241.10

Amount on hand

.._

$3,979.75
770.00
192.03
182.25
117.07

_ $2,622.50
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The Chapel Tower
By T. S. Darrah
The people that make the college go are
the ones that are busy working at it; they
carry their own load and a good share of
~~ the load that the indolent and
indifferent s h i r k . It is
strange — or is it? — that
the aimless and bored are
not only unhappy but easily
swept away and lost.
During the New England
hurricane of 1938 the railroad
bridge at White River Junction, Vermont, was in danger
of being swept, away by the
Darran
floods. It was saved by back*
ing out upon it heavily loaded freight cars.
The empty bridge was in danger and it was
saved by carrying a load.

'ROUNDJ ROLLINS

Here at Mississippi State last year one vote dealt a stunning setback to an entrenched political machine.
It may have been cast early in the morning. It may have been cast
late in the afternoon. It may have been the vote of someone who was
vitally interested in seeing the clique's power broken. It may have
been the ballot of someone who didn't much care one way or the other.
Your vote does count, so use it carefully.
Make an honest effort to find out about all the candidates running for your class offices.
If you don't know the candidates personally inquire about their
qualifications and character from friends or from other students who
come from their hometown. When you are in doubt or have not been
able to ind out anything about the candidates, refrain from voting in
that particular race.
Never, never take a blind guess and arbitrarily pick the first name
on the ballot or the name that strikes you as sounding best. Disqualify
yourself and skip over that section of the ballot. Someone does know
the candidates, someone does have a vital interest in the race. Don't
void his vote with a wild guess.

By Magoo
MAGOO IS PERMITTED ONE LAST
BLAST:
This is Sue Dunn's last issue of the
SANDSPUR. It's an honor to be summoned
out of retirement to aid "Legs' in piloting
her last SPUR to bed. I'll try not to be
maudlin.
Rollins has been fun. I guess as a Senior
I'm supposed to reflect on the past to see
where I fit into the future. I have reflected,
but I've come up with a frightening conclusion. About the only place in the future for
me . . . is another four years at Rollins.
*

THE BARD:

LESSON NUMBER TWO

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. — (ACP) — Continuing our lesson on
Shakespeare and student life, here are some quotes from the Augsburg Echo:
CRAMMING AT MIDNIGHT:
Tis now the very witching time of night, v
When churchyards yawn, and hell itself breathes out
Contagion to this world: now would I drink hot blood
And do such bitter business as the day would quake to
look on. — Hamlet 3:3
DAY OF FIRST EXAM ARRIVES:
O woe, O woeful, woeful, woeful day,
Never was seen so black a day as this:
O woeful day. O woeful day. — Romeo & Juliet 4:5
EMERGING FROM TEST:
No hat upon his head, his sticking foul'd,
Pale as his shirt, his knees knocking each other,
And with a look so piteous in purport
As if he had been loosed out of hell. — Hamlet 2:1

FROM ROUND ABOUT
CINCINNATI, OHIO — (ACP) — These from the University of
Cincinnati News Record's "Cruising on Campuses" column:
From the University of Kansas comes this little bit of advice.
Setting out on the auto trip at 4 a.m. enables you to minimize most
traffic hazards, except being hit by the other fellow who started so
early he fell asleep at the wheel.
A Kansas State College freshman wanted to quit smoking. A doctor hypnotized him at a student assembly. The hypnotist told him he
would be able to quit smoking because cigarettes would now taste
like burnt rubber. The student was then released from the spell. "I
still have the habit" he has since remarked — but that burnt rubber
flavor annoys him!
A recent plea in our column for toothbrushes (to help a girl at
the University of Texas pay off a bet by scrubbing all the seats in
the stadium with a toothbrush) was answered by one of the fraternities on our campus. They sent her a load of toothbrushes and the
senders received a letter of thanks for the contribution. We wonder
if she made it to the fifty yard line yet!
LAUGHS?
EMORY UNVERSITY, GA. — (ACP) — The Emory Wheel included this short-short in its "Humor Panel" column:
"Yes, I'll give you a job. Sweep out the store."
"But I'm a college graduate."
"Okay, I'll show you how."

*

*

Find out what the WALK OF FAME is
all about.
*

*

*

*

Step inside the SHELL MUSEUM . . . if
only to sign the guest book. (Ditto for the
KEY MUSEUM.)
*

College Papers

*

THINGS TO BE DONE BEFORE
GRADUATION:
*

Voting is a serious responsibility. Exercise it with thought and
discretion.

*

*

*

*

*

Go to chapel so that I may legally attend
the AFTER CHAPEL CLUB.
Read the copy I put into the FLAMINGO.
*

*

*

*

*

For one month I'd like to hand out more
cigarette SAMPLES than I smoke.
*

*

*

*

*

THINGS I COULD NEVER DO:
Join a Fraternity. I've seen frat men, and
I've never figured out aJ diplomatic way of
informing a fraternity "brother" why he
couldn't date my baby sister.
*

*

*

*

*

Be elected FIESTA KING. In an election, Rollins' co-eds are ruled biologically.
I can face it . . . I don't have "it."
Condemn sororities. I've found out that
the Rollins' man who condemns a sorority
feels that the sorority is another form of
competition.
*r

•!•

5f!

*K

5p

I'M PROUD OF THESE:
I've never — by choice — been mentioned
in SPOONBOY'S column.
*

*

*

*

*

I don't walk across campus at 8:30 in
the morning with an insipid smile on my
face . . . and slurping "HI" to every bite on
campus.
I'm more fortunate than proud of being
financially able to eat at least fifteen meals
a week away from the Beanery.
I've never been afraid to sit alone for fear
I might think. What has always fascinated
me is the way people deliberately categorize
themselves. From the time they join a fraternity or sorority they'll sit at the same
table every day . . . saying the same thing
. . . every day . . . to the same people . . •
every day . . . UGH!
*

*

*

*

*

I've never spent term after term on the
dock . . . prostituting myself to my body.
* * * * *

ENOUGH OF THIS PERSONAL PRONOUN TWADDLE — I'm off to FRANKS
— prostituting myself to my Spring Term
Thirst . . . or as one X Clubber said to a»
other X Clubber, as they watched "Uncle
Walt" on. T.V., "What I like most about Rollins is the extra curricular inactivity."

Thursday, April 5, 1956
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Jeanne Newton To Be Presented
In Senior Recital Sunday Night
Miss Jeanne Newton, Winter
Park, will be presented by the
Rollins College Conservatory of
Music in her Senior Recital a t
8:30 p.m., Sunday, April 8 a t
Annie Russell Theatre.
She is a member of t h e Bach
Festival Choir; German Club;
Student Music Guild; Phi Beta,
National Honorary Music; Speech
Fraternity, and is soloist with the

Rollins Singers. She was recipient
of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan
award in her Sophomore year, and
was awarded t h e Phi Beta Scholarship in her Senior year.
During her Junior year she was
heard in a leading role in Puccini's opera Gianni Schicci, and in
the current season in t h e amusing
Golden Apple, Annie Russell Theatre, Rollins College.
Miss Newton presented a recital

WPRK
On The Air

Dungaree Doll..

FLIGHT SCHOOL
INTEGRATES WITH
COLLEGE STUDY

The Mills Memorial Library has
recently received a number of
books from patrons. Several items
concerning Walt Whitman have
been given by Charles E. Feinberg, Detroit, Michigan, in memory
of Horace and Anne Montgomerie
Traubel.
The gift included 105 Whitman
Fellowship Papers 1894-1918; 6
Whitman Fasimiles; 1 Conservator Supplement; 1 Original Autobiographic Note; and a leaves of
Grass Reprints Prospectus.
General George E. Stratemeyer
of Winter Park presented the
Library with a copy of John
Beaty's The Iron Curtain Over
America.
Other books have been received
recently from Winter Park residents and many other patrons of
the Mills Memorial Library from
all parts of the United States.

The day after the night before . . . our beloved President gathers
the remnants of Fiesta which a gulfstream
breeze
distributed
generously.

Defensive Judo Offered Students;
Expert Says Muscles Not Needed
Rollins students will be given
special half price rates for the 5
week course in defensive judo
being offered by the newly formed Orlando School of Judo.
Mr. Larry, instructor, with 7
years judo experience, announced
that classes are scheduled to start
soon. The course will include instruction in defense against a t tackers using knives, guns, clubs,
kicks, chokes, and throws.
Mr. Lent stated that special
classes will be open t o co-ed students. He emphacised that size and
strength are not required in judo
since it deals mostly with balance.
Classes are scheduled to be held
twice weekly from 8 to 9 p.m. A

MONDAY, APRIL 9
4:00- 5:15 Kaleidoscope
5:15- 5:30 Adventures in Research
5:30- 6:30 Dinner Music
6:30- 6:45 Winter P a r k News
6:45- 7:00 Guest S t a r
7:00- 7:30 Nicholas Nickelby
7:30- 8:00 French Master Works
8:00- 8:30 Junior Town Meeting
8:30- 9:00 Rollins Symphony Hour
9:00- 9:30 Rollins Symphony Hour
9:30-10:00 Rollins Symphony Hour

special certificate will be awarded
upon completion of the course.
Students wishing to enroll in the
classes may do so by calling Mr.
Larry Lent a t Pine Castle Air
Force Base a t phone 3-7661, extension 8210.
Mr. Lent announced that a special sport judo class will be open
to those who have completed the
defensive judo course. Participants
in t h e sport judo class will have
opportunities to have matches with
students from other schools.
Charges for the 10 hours 5 week
course will be $20 dollars. A special bonus of a free final lesson
will be given to students bringing
other students to the class.
Small monthly dues will be
charged members of the sport judo
classes.
The defensive judo course has
been carefully planned by Mr. Lent
so a s to give adequate time to
the history of judo as well as
adequate reviewing of the previous
lessons.

Delivers Sermon
Harry Gooch, senior a t Yale
Divinity School, delivered the sermon a t the Good Friday service
March 30 a t noon in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel, Rollins College.
Gooch who was graduated from
Rollins in 1950 was active during
his undergraduate days here. He
is the son of Col. W. G. Gooch,
USAF retired, 1740 Glencoe Road,
Winter Park. He is married to the
former Sally Harris, daughter of
Bucky Harris, Manager of the Detroit Tigers, and they have two
daughters.
In 1955-56 he served as Assistant minister, Centre Congregational Church, Brattleoro, Vermont.

TUESDAY, APRIL 10
4:00- 5:15 Kaleidoscope
5:15- 5:30 Bonjour Mesdames
5:30- 6:30 Dinner Music
6:30-6:45 Teentalk W P H S
6:45- 7:00 Pan-American Club
7:00- 7:30 Travelers to America
7:30- 8:00 Ballet Music
8:00- 8:30 Quiz P r o g r a m
8:30- 9:00 Rod's Record Room
9:00- 9:30 Rod's Record Room
9:30-10:00 Dormitory Special

Need Glasses?
RAMSDELL'S

WEDNESDAY, A P R I L 11
:00- 5:15 Kaleidoscope
:15- 5:30 Music in t h e Making
:30- 6:30 Dinner Music
:30- 6:45 Over t h e Back Fence
45- 7:00 Dutch Light Music
:00- 7:30 New World of Atomic
Energy
:30- 8:00 Hollywood t o Broadway
:00- 8:30 Student Music Guild
:30- 9:00 Shakespeare Festival
:00- 9:30 Shakespeare Festival
:30-10:00 Dormitory Special
THURSDAY, A P R I L 12
:00- 5:15 Kaleidoscope
•'15- 5:30 Report on Europe
:30- 6:30 Dinner Music
:30- 6:45 French Press Review
:45- 7:00 Wandering Ballad
Singer
:00- 7:30 Great Books of Asia
••30- 8:00 Chamber Concert
:00- 8:30 Rollins Forum
:30- 9:00 Evolution of Jazz
;
00- 9:30 Evolution of Jazz
:30-10:00 Dormitory Special

Three

in her Junior year t o meet requirements, and has presented
many programs in Winter Park,
Cocoa, and Daytona Beach. She
has been a member of the Winter
Park Congregational Church Choir
since Junior High School, and has
been soprano soloist there throughout her college years.
Her program will include works
by Handel and Mozart, the song
cycle Frauenliebe und-Leben by
Robert Schumann, Trois Chansons
de Bihtis by Debussy, and a group
of modern American, English,
Italian, and Russian songs.
Katherine Carlo, member of t h e
Extension Division of the Conservatory and well known in music circles in Central Florida, will accompany Miss Newton.

Mills Library Adds
Volumes of Whitman
Given By Patrons

Jeanne Newton

Sandspur

A new flying program for college undergraduates
was a n nounced by the Marine Corps. To
be known as the Platoon Leaders
Class (Aviation), its major features will be that members belong
to it a t the same time they attend
college and are guaranteed flight
training as officers immediately
upon graduation from college. No
Marine Corps training takes place
during the year, however.
College-time training will consist of six-week indoctrination
sessions during two summer vacations from school. These will be
held a t the site of most Marine
officer training, the Marine Corps
'Schools, Quantico, Virginia.
Upon completion of the, training
and coincident with graduation
from college, members will be
commisioned as second lieutenants
in the Marine Corps Reserve. A t
this time they will be designated
student aviators and immediately
begin the 15-18 month Flight
School a t the Naval Air Station,
Pensacola, Florida.
Applicants must be college undergraduates majoring in fields
other than art, music, theology
and medical and dental subjects.
They must be of good moral character, of commissioned
officer
caliber, and physically and mentally qualified for aviation duty.
Candidates must be a t least 17
years of age. They must be less
than 26 on July 1 of the year in
which they will graduate from
college. There a r e no restrictions
on marriage.
Applications are being accepted
by the Marine Officer Procurement Officers in 21 cities throughout the nation. Information may
be obtained from Marine recruiting stations, reserve units, and
Marine Corps Headquarters, Washington 25, D. C.

Painting, Sculpture
To Be On Exhibition
At Morse Gallery
An exhibition of modern paintings and sculpture loaned by the
Norton Gallery and School of A r t
will be on view for the public
March 29 through April 11 in
Morse Gallery of Art, Rollins College. The gallery is open from
2 to 5 p.m., daily.
Exhibited are 22 oil, tempera,
and watercolor paintings by Burchfield, Chagall, Derain, Grosz, Klec,
Leger, Lipchitz, Marin, Miro, O'Hara, M. Prendergast, B. Robinson, Signac, Soutine, Utrillo, and
Vlaminck.
The great French painters, Degas and Picasso, and the American
sculptor Zorach, are represented
with sculptures in bronze.

Broke Your Glasses?
OPTICIANS

Just 4 Blocks From Campus
Knowles Professional Building
Cor. Knowles & Welbourne
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SENIORS RECALL
FRESHMAN YEAR
AS BUSY LIFE

By William Behrmann J r .
Deep Dish Hypocrisy Dept.
play utilized t h e first string of
Well, elections are over and the the Rollins Players because "The
.campus is saved until next year. Vigil" is all dialogue and no acSeeing as this issue terminates
This year's crop of candidates tion. Therefore the play depends the reign of the senior members
varied in qualifications; from cap- on the acting of the character
able and sincere to richly comic. parts t h a t act as stepping stones of the Sandspur staff, a recollecOne of the latter group who was for the plot. In this connection it tion of the year when these talrunning for
a
was clear t h a t these characters ented incumbents were merely
Tomokan
pos
were for the most part better freshmen seems in order.
enacted I Am A
acted than the leads. Specifically
The year was 1952 and the bigCamera by flit
We refer to Bill Cochran, as the
ting about th
detective, Maurice Class, as t h e gest news a t the beginning of the
campus snapping]
fisherman, and Pete Adams as the year was the marriage of Jack
pictures of thej
Saul of Taursus.
Rich, present Admissions Direcelectorate
# # #
tor, at the Knowles Memorial
"Click! I've go
If anyone cares, the school year
Chapel. The local KAs once more
you!
(If I'm
has come and almost gone withelected you'll see
out the appearance of a name band returned thjeir prized Elephant
it in the Tomostatue to the group at Florida
on Campus.
kan.") But, as
Behrmann
Apparently, however, a few do Southern.
one critic wrote
care and are complaining loudly.
Rollins was granted permission
of the play, the student reaction To these discords let me suggest
to this rare avis, was,—no leica. that if instead of talking about to operate an educational FM
new photo labs and whirlpool station and Walt Kelly brought
* * *
Like a losing basketball team, baths our Student council would "Pogo" to Rollins to appear on the
one of Rollins' oldest traditions is appropriate some of our money Animated Magazine. Parties progits Spring Horseshow. April 15, for a good band we would have a ressed much as they did today but
Fiesta functioned much differentthen will see a renewal of this better Fiesta Week.
* * *
ly. Dances were held both Friday
gentle competition, when Mrs.
Fellow seniors, let me remind and Saturday night—at Rec Hall,
Anna Wheeler, for the twentieth
consecutive year, sponsors an you that when considering a class of all places.
equitation
contest for Rollins gift it is well to remember that
Truly the, memories must be
Rollins although on a lake has no
riders.
At her show ring opposite the beach. By donating a sand beach many for the seniors of today. We
Ben White Raceway, Mrs. Wheeler to the school, the class of '56 as- bid them farewell with a lump in
daily introduces the two to the sures its members a haven, in our throats and many a wish for
four-legged, —students and ' com- case of divorce, a place to turn to
a happy future and a thanks for
munity people to her saddle horses. should the store burn down or the
giving us Rollins as it is today.
A practiced eye catches imperfec- crops fail.
tions in style, posture. A kindly
voice, • straight
from
Virginia
soothes the beginner, cautions the
intermediate, and chides the advanced rider. The year canters
along to the climax of two horse
shows; the first for t h e communProbably many Rollins students have sought information from the
ity and the second strictly for the
have wondered, as I have, about files of the Portland Public Licollege.
Alonzo W. Rollins, the man for brary and of the Portland Press
This year's show will move whom Rollins was named.
Herald-Express-Telegram without
through the beginners and interThe most puzzling question results.
mediates to the championship about the man seems to be what
In Portland, the Maine Historclass in which the best boy and the W. in his name stands for. ical Society has a book published
girl riders compete for one of the For years both school officials and about 1880. As often as Alonzo's
trophies captured by Mrs. Wheel- students been completely in the name appears it is always Alonzo
er in her riding days. After t h e dark on this matter. But a week W. Rollins. The only suggestion
bareback class, the show concludes ago President McKean decided to t h a t I can give you is this: You
with what for many is the high- do something about t h e puzzle and have graduates of Rollins who are
light of the afternoon; the jump- wrote to L. Whitney Elkins, a settled in Chicago and who would
ing.
friend and resident of Gorham, be glad to help you. Beginning
The last barrier cleared, the Maine, who did extensive research with Alonzo's former address it
ring deserted, the 1956- horseshow in Portland in order to solve the might be possible to note changes
passes to t h a t special place in the riddle of the missing middle of property in the records and
affections of the Rollinsite t h a t name. McKean received the fol- note Alonzo's signatures, or in any
holds the sum of memorable diver- lowing letter from Elkins:
other projects in which he may
sions t h a t make Rollins t h e most
"I have before me your letter have been concerned. Even so,
distinctive small college in the asking if I can tell you what the however, the chances are the inland.
W stands for in Alonzo W. Rol- vestigator would find nothing else
* *" \*
than the exasperating Alonzo W.
lins' name.
The Fred Sone Theatre which
At various odd jobs I have tried Rollins."
So the mystery goes on. Surely
shrank six inches from the Annie to find the answer. In Lebanon a
woman the man must have a middle
Russell after the A.R.T. presented conscientious interested
La Gamine is firmly back on it's has gone through t h e town records name. Someday, somewhere we
foundation today. The reason, of and made inquiries of the towns- may find it — the problem is,
WHERE?
course, is the fine production given people and has learned nothing. I
Ladislor Fordor's "The Vigil."
I am happy to report t h a t this
play did terrific business and had
so many high points t h a t even
though it was reviewed and praised
last week your minority reporter
is going to comment further.
COMPLETE DRUG STORE SERVICE
To begin with it is well that this

Mystery of Alonzo W. Rollins Still
Remains Unsolved For Rollinsites

Ma i n s t r e e l
By LONG
Sorority Girl's Diary
Friday. Couldn't be more bored.
Place absolutely like a tomb. Tried
to read but couldn't—too restless.
Tried the Center—simply no one
there t h a t I'd be seen, dead with.
Finally r a n into Annie — simply
covered with the most divine gossip. Its all true about Marty and
M a r y — too
scandulous.
Bobby
dreadfully bored with Midge but
she simply won't let him alone—
can't see what he saw in her all
this time anyway. Ran into the
most divine Yale man who knows
simply scads of people that I knew
—told him t h a t I used to go up
there for weekends and so what if
it was to see my rother. Lost one
of my favorite earrings—simply
feel naked without it. Why does
everything happen to me. Haven't
got a date tonight, too depressed.
Damn!
Saturday. Saw the most divine
play last night—too clever and
the costumes were simply stunning. All about a beautiful love
story and the male lead was
dreamy. " L a " something or another
—why can't they have more like
it? Practically flipped when an
Ohio State boy asked me out tonight and what do I care if he's
only the manager. Simply can't
decide whether to wear green crepe
or red wool. Decisions are simply
dreadful. Damn!
Sunday. Last night was too
screaming. The drinks were absolutely flowing. My date was the
wittiest. That simply divine Billy
B. came in with his drink in an
old fruit j a r saying it was the
Holy Grail—couldn't have been
funnier. Met a devastating boy
from Air Base who wants to be a
writer. Told him that I do get
bored with the same old routine
and all and I do feel t h a t I have
some talent in painting. Date
passed out stiff. Said he loved me
—don't believe a word of it. Simply
ruined my best dress last night.

The worst things always happen
to me. Damn!
I am told that this is the last
appearance of Mainstreet in the
Sandspur. Many thanks to Frank.
If you have agreed with the opinions here expressed you are no
doubt a Southerner of good breeding and education. If you have not
then may the Devil take you I
* * *
A far more definite sign of the
approaching
spring
than
the
migration of birds or the large
amount of suicides (April is the
cruelest month) is the appearance
in the Center of a number of Rollins men outfitted in coats and
ties—Jim Locke in a grey flannel, Bud Bilensky in his blue suit,
etc. This means that representatives of American commerce and
business a r e descending on the
campus to enlist certain of our
seniors under their banner. These
interviews are usually conducted
by one of those triumphant catastrophies known as an American
businessman and are, or so I am
told, quite amusing. The prospective employee must be very careful of what he says for it is to
be remembered t h a t a premium is
placed upon a well-adjusted and'
well-adapted personality. "We have
no place for non-conformists in
business," these gentlemen seem
to say. One in particular was very
persuasive. After enumerating the
various advantages that his company offered he pulled his trump
card, "the company will give you
a new car every 20,000 miles, now
what'dya think of t h a t ? " The
young man replied that indeed he
did think it was great and asked
to see the car. Pointing out the
window the gentleman indicated
that the car was parked just outside. Sure enough, there it was;
even the numerous Camel stickers'
which almost blotted out the color
of the delivery truck were bright
and shining*.

"DOC'S"
O'Brien's Pharmacy

KANSAS COED'S
COLUMN LISTS
DAFFYNITIONS
LINDSBORG, KAS. — (ACP)—
Sharon Moffat, the "Swid Bits"
columnist for the Bethany College Messenger, recently listed
these daffynitions:
OLD FLAME—-What a girl uses
to burn up her new boyfriend.
PINK ELEPHANT — B e a s t of
bourbon.
HYPOCRITE—Undertaker trying to look sad at a thousand dollar funeral.
In the same column, there was
this example of college progression:
FRESHMAN—I don't know.
SOPHOMORE—I am not prepared.
JUNIOR—I do not remember.
SENIOR—I don't believe I can
add anything to what has already
been said.

HELENA RUBINSTEIN AND
Other Nationally Known Cosmetics
Winter Park

Phone 4-6101

ew
GIFT ~» ^SHOP
We invite you to make our store your headquarters

Dede Lund, "Miss Orlando of 1956,"
modeling a dress from

.for all types of GIFTS in WINTER PARK.
COSTUME JEWELRY
CHINA
GREETING CARDS
208 S. Park Ave.

HANDBAGS
CRYSTAL
LEATHER GOODS
Winter Park

>mvlc
lea

snop

L

Come in and see our lovely new collection of
Anne Fogarty, Henry Rosenfeld, & Arkay apparel
Photo by Sandy Hose
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Sandbox
by Spoonboy
Fiends, Offspring of goatherds, and ludicrous lunitics; lend me
your mugs. That was the password when the Thetas had a golden
h oo P -dee-doo last Friday night at Starbuck Springs. Some of those
that aquired a white mustach were; Bobbie Martin, Buzz Smith- Caro
l y n Placak and friends; George Kosty, Barb Mead; Susu Dunn Al
Smith; and many others.

The Pelican was alive last weekend. The food was passable
Found powdering their faces with sunshine were: Winkie Colado
Dennie Leonard; Joan Stabb, J. C. Strange; Jackie Crinigan, Larry
La Valle; Judy Blum, Pete Hoadley, and many others.
*

*

*

Many took refuge off campus. Sojourning in Ft. Lauderdale
were: Linda Turney and family. Bruce Beal enjoyed partying with
Harvard and Yale friends at Gramma's.
The arbiter donated his services at a wedding in Ponte Vedra
Seen under the table were: Late Bobbie and Eve Celery. Also seen
was Rocky munching many dixie doodles at the baseball game.
It is rumored t h a t Pam Wilson was caught riding a horse backwards . . . Someone says t h a t she lost a nickel in the oats. Lardo
reports that sands are shifting in the SandBar. Corky spent many
hours catogorizing at Millies. Haskell, so the sources say, is busy
ringleading these days. Tiger Lady has proved that she is the quintessence of trustworthyness. Ord carries crusehsz in a steamer
trunk . . .
* * *
The Lambda Chis entertained with a buffet at Casselberry. Dancing the St. Vitas Dance were: Jill Jossellson, Warren Lewis; Donna
Vincent, Ron Atwood; Goldie Carter, Dave King, and others . .
A few girls got run over by a runaway lawnmower recently.
Most seriously injure dwere: Rainy Jackson and Muffy Folger, who
are really sporting the epitomeeeee in hair dos . . .

*

*

*

Wizard Wade wore an Easter tie to dinner last Sunday. It had
egg all over it! ! ! ! !
* * *
Ann Hoover was vainly searching for a Bourgiose Darlin'.
Pinned: Barbara Mclntire KAT, to Bob Craig, X-Club.
Initiated: Betsy Kraft, Dyan Wilson to Pi Beta Phi.
Pledged to Lamda Chi Alpha: Karl Lohman, Tom Wells, Todd
Pearsons.
Married: Sally Robinson, '58, Pi Beta Phi to Bill Torrie.
114——lug*
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WAR ORPHANS
SEND LETTERS
OF GRATITUDE
Some of you wonder where the
money goes t h a t - y o u contribute
to the annual Chapel Staff Drive.
Well, some of it goes over to
Korea where there are two war
orphans.
I
These orphans are sponsored by
Chapel Staff through the universal
Foster Parent's Plan. The Chapel
Staff sends these children gifts
and packages throughout the year
in order to help them through
their triulations in Korea.
Letters of thanks have been received by the Chapel Staff from
Rollins' two adopted war orphans
to whom we sent Christmas gifts
this year. The following are from
Kim Young Hwa and Nina Nastiuk in gratitude for their gifts:
Dear Foster Parents of the
Chapel Service Fund,
I believe you were much blessed
in Yuletide of 1955. As I have be
come one year older, I feel like
being grown up much bigger in
size and mind.
It is sometimes as cold as D
degrees below zero at times. When
it snows much, I make snow-men
and when it is too cold to play
outdoors, I just stay indoors to
study alone. I do fulfill taskbook
for the winter vacation.
Thank you very much for my
Christmas
box. There
w e r e Geri Pacino, Rollins graduate last year, in a shot on location for the
towels, candy, soap-bars, toys and filming of Empire Studio's "The Osceola Story."
other swell things. Thank you very
much, I can and would never forget
you. I am at ease, for I know you
a r e ' b a c k i n g me up to become a
reliable man.
With the warmest regards to
you, I am closing for nqw.
Truly yours,
The whirring cameras of Empire and was pretty stiff the next day,"
Kim Young Hwa Studios ground to a halt last week he reported with a grin. "We
with a fantastic acount of "The spent a lot of time sitting and
Dear Foster Parents,
Osceola Story" inscribed on more waiting for the sun to come out,"
I let you know that I am quite than ten miles of full color film. he said, "and after it would finwell, I am thankful to say. I
The movie, begun in February ally come out, a baby would cry
thank you very much for your and filmed at Kissimmee and Fer- or an airplane would go over and
X-mas parcel we received. Many nandina Beach, includes nine mem- the whole sequence would have to
thanks to all the girls and boys bers of the Rollins Family, three be shot again. By then the sun
of that school for such a nice who claim major roles and six would go behind another cloud."
X-mas cards and greetings. And who played in crowd scenes.
Another Rollins participant in
now I tell you about how we spend
Geri Pacino, a Rollins graduate the movie is Mike Creco. Mike
our X-mas.
last year, plays the p a r t of an plays Chief Charlie Amathla, one
On the X-mas Eve my mother Indian maiden, referred to as of the chiefs under King Osceola.
made everything ready for the "Girl," the only other female role For signing a treaty with the U.
supper and trimmed the X-mas in the movie than Lita Milan, the S., Amathla is shot by Osceola.
tree. At five o'clock in the even- lead.
Mike reported that making a
ing we sat down to supper. Father
movie is nothing like being in a
"Whoever
said
movie
work
was
lighted the candles in the X-mas
play. "Everything is in reverse,"
easy
has
a
lot
to
learn,"
said
Geri.
tree, we said our prayers and
he said, "I was shot first, then
"It's
a
demanding
work,
both
physsang X-mas carols. On the X-mas
they filmed the argument scene.
ically
and
mentally
and
takes
the
Day we went to church and in the
They didn't tell me exactly how
afternoon we took part in the patience of a saint. We were at to die either," said Mike, "so I
the
mercy
of
the
fates,"
related
nativity play, afterwards we • went
just died the best way I knew
singing carols with our teacher. Ger*i, "but blessed with good how."
weather." As the film was in colIn -this way we celebrated our
or, weather conditions had to be
Other Rollins students in the
X-mas.
the same each day in order to play, participating in mob Indian
^ Y o u r s respectfully match film sequences. Geri had scenes, include Guy Filosof, Tony
high praise for all the people she Haarstick, Mike Samuels,
Ted
Nina Nastiuk
worked with. "They were abso- Dittmer, Bill Dunill, and Terry
lutely wonderful," all of them Moffat.
have a genuineness and sincereWhen asked about the success
ness. If I do continue with movies, of the film, Geri, Mike, and DearI just know I couldn't possibly ing all thought
the
"Osceola"
meet the same calibre of people." Story" will be "better than a
Peter Dearing, Rollins theatre grade B movie." The scenery is
You will find a complete
director, plays the part of General reported to be beautiful and each
line of apparel for
Finch, an "Indian-hating Ameri- member of the cast "did a wondercan officer." While on location in ful job."
Kissimmee, Dearing had to lead a
Scheduled to be released
in
charge in an Indian raid
(the early summer, the "Osceola Story"
plus sportswear
charge, in reality, members of the will certainly have the Rollins inKissimmee ^'Silver Spurs"). "I terest as well as the interest of
for regular sizes
hadn't ridden for twenty years movie-goers all over the country.

'Osceola Story" Has Nine
Rollinsites In Film Cast
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TALL WOMEN

Bermuda Shorts &
Peddlepushers
Jay Ray '.Originals
% For Running
% For Sunning
% For just being
a t the

cunning

TALL
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In "Proctor Centre" Winter Park

141 W. Fairbanks
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CATALINA SHORTS
and SWIMWEAR
Thousands of Styles!

Tel. 6-1961
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The Locker Room
by Jim Locke

The Rollins and LaSalle crews near the finish line in their race Saturday on Lake Maitland. The
Tars just missed the state record as they handed the unbeaten Explorers a two length defeat.

Sigma Nu Edges
Indies In I M
Softball Opener
Spring intramural softball got
underway last Thursday afternoon
with the Sigma Nu's belting the
Indies to the tune of 12-7. The
Sigma Nu's, who were third place
finishers in the fall, came from
behind to overtake the Indies with
a five run outburst in the bottom
half of the sixth inning.
In that inning, leadoff batter
Mo Waite connected with one of
the pitches of Indie hurler, Bud
Davis, and sent it deep into left
center fiefd, enabling Mo to clear
all the bases. Larry LaValle, Dick
Trisman, and Corky Borders also
homered for the Black and Gold
in that frame.
Dick Bernard and Seymour
Lapin helped the Indies cause by
each blasting a round tripper off
Black and Gold hurler, John Troy.
The Indies held the Sigma Nu's
to only four runs during the first
four innings.
The complete spring softball
schedule is as follows:
March 29 Sigma Nu vs Independents
April 3 Delta Chi vs Kappa Alpha
April 4 X Club vs Lambda Chi
April 6 Delta Chi vs Independents
April 9j Sigma Nu vs X Club
April 10 Lambda Chi vs K a p p a
Alpha
April 11 Sigma Nu vs Lambda Chi
April 12 X Club vs Delta Chi
April 13 K a p p a Alpha vs Independents
April 16 Sigma Nu vs Delta Chi
April 17 X Club vs Kappa Alpha
April 18 Independents vs Lambda
Chi
April 23 Sigma Nu vs Kappa Alpha
April 24 Lambda Chi vs Delta Chi
April 25 X Club vs Independents
April 26 Sigma Nu vs Independents
April 30 Delta Chi vs Kappa Alpha
May 3 X Club vs Lambda Chi
May 4 Delta Chi vs Independents
May 7 Sigma Nu vs X Club
May 8 Lambda Chi vs Kappa d
Alpha
May 9 Sigma Nu vs Lambda Chi
May 10 X Club vs Delta Chi
May 11 Kappa Alpha vs Independents
May 14 Sigma Nu vs Delta Chi
May 15 X Club vs Kappa Alpha
May 16 Independents vs Lambda
Chi
May 17 Sigma Nu vs K a p p a Alpha
May 18 Lambda Chi vs Delta Chi
May 21 X Club vs Independents

Tar Crew Upsets LaSalle
In Close-To-Record Time
The Rollins boatings: Varsity:
Joe Dallanegra, coxswain, Dick
Potter, stroke; Ed Gray, 7; Buck
Class, 6; Bud Bilensky, 5; Lee
Beard, 4; Larry Breen, 3; Don
Salyer, 2; Maurice Cody, bow.

The Rollins crew, with a revamped boating and Dick Potter
back in the stroke position, missed
the course record for Lake Maitland by only 1.1 seconds as it upset highly favored LaSalle Saturday.
The Tars rowed the mile and
three-sixteenths
in
5:37.6
as
against LaSalle's 5:43.8 as they
won by almost two lengths from
the crew which had earlier in the
week defeated Florida Southern
by two lengths of open water after
opening with an easy win over
Tampa. Florida Southern defeated
Rollins by less than a length early
last month in the Founders' Day
Regatta in Lakeland.
Not to be outdone, the Tar Jayvees continued undefeated with an
even easier two-and a half length
victory over the LaSalle juniors.
The Junior Varsity finished in the
good time of 5:52 to back up its
Founders' Day Regatta win.
Rollins fell a half length behind
in the first third of a mile, understroking LaSalle at a 32 stroke
a minute pace to LaSalle's 36.
The Tars speeded up to a 34 to
catch the Explorers at the midway
point and had opened a stroke lead
with a quarter of a mile to go.
The victory greatly enhanced
the Tars prospects of another high
finish in the Dad Vail Regatta.
LaSalle has been touting this -crew
as the best since its crews of 1951,
1952, and 1953 which won the Dad
Vail three years in a row.

Junior Varsity: R. L.
coxswain; Bill Cochrane,
John Boyle, 7; Tom Dolan,
nie McLeod, 5; Al Smith,
Hartman, 3; Frank Wolfe,
Mendell, bow.

Smith,
stroke;
6; Ron4; Bob
2; Seth

CLUBBERS NEAR
SIXTH IM TITLE
X Club continued to dominate
first place in the men's intramural standings as they copped
the men's volleyball tournament
with a total of 250 IM points, and
came a step closer to winning the
J.
'Gorden
Clerk
Intramural
Trophy, which they have had in
their possession for the last five
years.
Delta Chi was second in the .volley ball circuit with 190 points,
followed by Kappa Alpha and
Lambda Chi Alpha with 120 points,
Sigma Nu with 110 points, and
the Indies with 90 markers.
The overall
follows:

standings

are

as

X Club
895 pts.
Delta Chi
_690 pts.
Sigma Nu „_
:.. 6 l l % pts.
Indies
430% pts.
Lambda Chi Alpha .... 405% pts.
K a p p a Alpha
393% pts.

Gordon's Barber Shop
88 W. New England Ave.

It seems that whether you happen to be the president of these
United States, an exalted athlete,
a consistent pie-baking champion,
or even ensconced in the ignoble
occupation of sports journalist,
there comes a time when the limelight you have reveled in dims. It
is at this juncture that you are
asked to make a farewell address.
A farewell address may be a
defense of your actions while
you luxuriated in the garish limelight, a lugubrious teary-eyed
swan song, or
recommendations
you wish, as a!
respected oracle
of your profes-j
sion, your succes
sor to follow.
It has been a
year since I firs
deposited myself
behind a wellscarred desk in
Locke
the upper reaches
of Carnegie Hall
where, as Co-Sports Editor of the
Sandspur, I was serenely content.
It was behind this desk that I
would sit with my never failing
companions, a dictionary and a
thesaurus, and turn out reams of
sporting copy, which, I had hoped,
would not be found to be trite by
the reading student body. But alas
I have reached the eventide of my
college journalistic career. I am
about to gracefully bow off the
college stage and tumble into the
wings of oblivion. And in going
I too should like to make a farewell address. Granted no one has
asked me to make a farewell address so I shall exercise my editorship's perogative and make one
anyway.
Three years ago I was entrusted
with the task of writing for the
Sandspur. I was ambitious and my
editor desperate for sports writers
so I became, for lack of a better
word, a writer. During those three
years I believe I have used every
sporting stock phrase and every
tried and tested clinche' known to
the sporting jargon. Perhaps this
is an exaggeration but I know no
other type of writing so largely
abandoned to trivia. Sports writing can become exceedingly tedious to the writer, and if he isn't
careful, boring to his reader. The
majority of the time of the sports
writer is spent in describing some
sporting event for his public. There
is just so much you can do with

this form of material. You, as the
writer, must report what happens
in the game, no more, no less.
That is the writers responsibility
to his reader. He is not permitted
to interject his thoughts into the
story in an attempt to color what
oherwise migh be a colorless game.
This is when sports writing becomes an agonizing chore. This
is when you must be wary of inflicting your boredom upon the
reader.
Fortunately the salvation from
sterotyped reporting comes when
the sports writer reaches the
column writing stage in his young
career. With your first column
you suddenly become a pillar of
authority, you discover how powerful the printed word is, how easy
it is twist and mold public opinion, how similar Red Smiths
column is to yours and then—
you are confronted with a revelation—no one reads the blasted
thing so of course you send your
literary efforts home to the family.
It is a wonderful thing having
parents, it's great for the ego!
On occassion a column is a
splendid place to vent one's opinions, orie's hopes, one's grievances. Often in airing your opinions, hopes and grievances you are
at the same time airing somebody
elses opinions, hopes and grievances. Sometimes you stand alone,
especially when you censure a
popular athlete or motherhood. It
is then that the columnist must
stand forcefully behind his convictions until he is proven absolutely wrong and then be man
enough to retract his statements.
There can be a tendency for a
sports columnist, or for that matter any columnist, to become
overly critical. It is so very easy
to criticize and it makes for such
good copy. Practice a little restraint by criticizing only when
you feel such action is justified
and constructive and keep it in
good taste. Ethics play a large
part in any profession.
Now I am through pontificating. I have no regrets that I am
stepping down from my editorship
for I feel quite certain Tom DiBacco, as the new sports editor,
will be more than adequate for
the job.
Though I shall soon be tramping off into oblivion, I shall always hold fond memories for the
Sandspur and my little niche in
"The Locker Room."

j

DALLAS BOWER
COLLEGE GARAGE

(at the Railroad)

Heavy Duty Wrecker Service, Repairing
PAINTING — BODY WORK
Washing, Waxing, Lubrication

HAIRCUTS $1.00

210 W. Fairbanks Ave.

Phone 4-5041

Winter Park

Telephone 3-2891

*»,,

Authorized
Hamilton, Elgin
and Mido Representative

J. CALIN MAY
352 Park Ave. S.
Phone 3-4481

FORD For '56
With'
THUNDERBIRD
POWER — STYLING
THE ONE FINE CAR AT
HALF THE FINE CAR PRICE

HARPER'S TAVERN
and
RESTAURANT

Winter Park

Sheaffer Fountain Pens
Ronson Lighters
Watch Repair
Engraving

For The Deal Of Your Life See

HEINTZELMAN'S
36 W. LIVINGSTON
PHONE 3-3474

ORLANDO

Cocktail Lounge open from
9 A.M. to 12 P.M.
DANCING NIGHTLY
539 West Fairbanks
Phone for reservations 3-9511
M. A. Nasser Proprietor
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GOLFERS SMASH
TARHEELS TWICE
OVER WEEKEND

Shorts In Sports
by Melissa Hudgins
Basketball and softball seasons
have passed for '55-56. Spring
'term is jam-packed with Intramural tennis finals, volleyball,
archery, swimming and golf. The
confusion that this crowded variety of sports offers is a perplexing situation. How much can one
accomplish in ten short weeks?
To get the 'job' done usually
means additional 7:00 a.m. practices, but every,
one usually man
ages to survive
the torture.
The first games
of v o l l e y b a l l !
were played yesterday
between
the Independents
and Chi Omega,!
Theta and Kap-|
pa, Alpha Phi'
Hudgins
and Gamma Phi,
Pi Phi and Phi
Mu Slated on the schedule are the
following games:
(1) i n d i c a t e s g a m e t i m e a t 4 : 1 5 ;
(2) i n d i c a t e s 5:00.
April 9 ( 1 ) I n d e p e n d e n t s v s .
Kappa
Chi O v s A l p h a P h i
(2) T h e t a v s . P i P h i
G a m m a Phi vs Phi Mu
April 11 (1) I n d e p e n d e n t s v s .
Alpha Phi
K a p p a vs. Pi Phi
(2) Chi O v s . P h i M u
April 13 (1) I n d e p e n d e n t s v s .
Pi Phi
Alpha P h i vs. Phi Mu
(2) K a p p a v s . G a m m a
Phi
April 16 (1) I n d e p e n d e n t s v s .
Phi Mu
(2) A l p h a P h i v s .
Theta
K a p p a vs. Chi O
April 18 (1) I n d e p e n d e n t s v s
Gamma Phi
(2) P i P h i v s . Chi O
A l p h a P h i vs. K a p p a
April 23 (1) I n d e p e n d e n t s v s .
Theta
(2) P h i M u v s . K a p p a
Pi Phi vs. Alpha Phi

Hay, Winkie Colado, Sid Kromer
and other such "fish" will be
swimming laps, smoothing out the
kinks and knots caused by softball basketball and tennis. The
Thetas won the meet last year.
Kappa and Alpha Phi placed second and third consecutively.
Fleet has the lanes up for practice. For those smart enough to
begin building up their wind and
endurance now, the events to practice for a r e : 25 yd. dash, 25 yd.
back-stroke, 25 yd. breast-stroke,
50 yd. free-style, 50 yd. relay,
plunge, and diving.
Although the Rollins Horseshow
(April 15) is not in the Intramural Race, it promises to be one
of the best yet. This year's number of entries have already practically doubled those of last year.
New stables are located across
from the Ben White Raceway. Mrs.
Anna Wheeler, owner, provides
horses and instruction any afternoon during the week. The charge
is $1.25 per hour. All participants
in the show have their choice of
horses. Classes will hk beginner
intermediate, advanced and jumpl
ing. See your group representative or Bill Behrmann for further
details.
* * *
Lady golfers at Rollins hold
enough interest for the sport so
that it is not necessary to overemphasize golf intramural participation. Theta won the tournament last year; Kappa came in
second and Pi Phi third,

Since this is the last "Shorts in
Sports," it is time to bid adieu
to "Chiefs" Jim Locke and Dick
Haldeman. Their instruction in
this column has been most beneficial and inspiring, particularly
vocabulary-wise. Thank youse, Mr.
Swimming enthusiasts have al - Websters!
ready begun getting in shape foi
the girls' swim meet, held the
Don't miss Roma Neundorf and
latter part of May. From now un'Bermuda
Shorts" next week and
til the meet, Gingy Carpenter,
Betty Brook, Su-Su Dunn, Leighx throughout the year.

An Alabama player slides into third as Tar third-sacker
Jack
Gaudette awaits the peg. Alabama won the game, 10-2, ending Baseball Week.

Tars Play UF Saturday,
W i n 7 of First 12 Games
Rollins
meets
possibly
the
strongest Florida baseball team in
several seasons Saturday at Harper-Shepherd field at 3:30 p.m.
The Gators have won seven consecutive games this season, including a sweep of a three game
series from Georgia Tech, immediately after the Engineers had
split even in the Rollins Baseball
Week.
The Tars will ring a 7-5 season's
record and a three season unbeaten
streak against the Gators into the
game. They won their latest game
Monday as lefty Jack Powell
pitched his third consecutive victory to shut out Presbyterian, 9-0,
on four hits.
Jim Doran, with his third homer
of the year and a single for three
runs-batted-in, and Ronnie Paiva
with two doubles led a ten-hit Rollins attack against Presbyterian.
The victory for Powell, who struck
out eight men, gave him the distinction of pitching the last three
Rollins victories. He halted Alabama, 4-2, on a five-hitter Thursday and came in in relief to win
in Rollins' 4-3 victory Saturday
over Yale.
The Tars' fast close gave them
a 5-5 record for Baseball Week,
placing them behind Ohio State
(5-2) and Alabama (3-2) in the

unofficial
championship
standings. Other teams in the tournament included Yale (3-5), 'Georgia
Tech (1-1), and Virginia Tech
(1-3).
The Tars took three out of five
games in the second week of the
tournament. They lost to Yale,
9-8, March 27, as the Eli knocked
ace Harry Bennett from the box
with a five run fifth inning. That
gave the Eli an 8-4 lead. Rollins,
led by Nick Vancho's single and
Al Fantuzzi's double, came back
with a three run rally in its half.
Yale added a run in the next inning, but Boyd Coffie's pinch single
put the Tars to within a run again
in the eighth. Rollins threatened
with two men aboard and one
away in the ninth, but Yale reliefer Dick Gillespie squelched the
rally.
Rollins returned the next day
on Powell's pitching to defeat Alabama, 4-2, immediately after the
Crimson Tide had beaten Yale, 162. Jack held Alabama hitless after
the fourth inning.
Another five-hitter, this one by
Hal Lawler, gave the Tars a 4-1
win over Yale Friday. Rollins
wound up the twelve-day meet
Saturday with a double-header
split with Yale and Alabama.

State Auto Body Works
CHARLES R. GRINNAft
Central Florida's Only Modern Bake OveB

9
&
9

Auto Painting
Wrecks a Specialty
Convertible Tops

@ Upholstering and Seat Covers
®

Body and Fender Work

General Tires
1280 Orange Ave.

Winter Park, Fla.

Park Avenue
Cocktail Lounge
and

NETTERS LOSE
TO HURRICANES
The number one Rollins doubles
team of Ben Sobieraj and Memo
Garcia defeated Al Harum and Ed
Rubinstein of Miami, 3-6, 10-8, 6-4
shutout against the Hurricane
tennis team Thursday, but Miami
won its 57th consecutive match
nevertheless, 8-1 on the Rollins
courts.
The match ended an otherwise
successful week for 'the Rollins
netters, who Tuesday
defeated
Princeton, 6-3, in St. Petersburg
and Wednesday trounced Duke,
8-1. After the Miami match the
Tars had won three of five matches for the season.
Summaries:
Duke
S o b i e r a j ( R ) def. B o b G r e e n e ( D )
1-6, 6-4, 6 - 3 ; G a r c i a def. L e i f B e c k
( D ) 6-2, 6 - 2 ; J o h n K o p f ( D ) def.
Long-shore
(R)
6-3, 6-0;
Filosof
( R ) def. D o n R o m h i l t ( D ) 6 - 1 , 6 - 3 ;
A n t o n e t t i ( R ) def. J o e L e B a u e r ( D )
6-1,
6-0; B e h r m a n n ( R ) def. B o b
S a w , 6-4, 6-4.
G a r c i a - S o b i e r a j def. G r e e n - B e c k ,
6-2, 6-2; A n t o n e t t i - D o n g s h o r e def.
Kopf-Romhilt,
6-1, 6-3;
FilosofB e h r m a n n def. L e B a u e r - S a w , 3-6,
6-1,
6-4.
Miami
Johann
Kupferberger
(M)
def.
S o b i e r a j ( R ) 6-3, 7 - 5 ; A l H a r u m ( M )
def. G a r c i a , 6 - 1 , 6 - 3 ; A l e e n Q u a y
( M ) def. G u y F i l o s o f ( R ) 8-6, 6 - 3 ;
D a v e H a r u m ( M ) def. G e o r g e L o n g s h o r e ( R ) 7-5, 6 - 1 ; E d
Rubinoff
( M ) def. V i c A n t o n e t t i ( R ) 6 - 3 ,
6-3;
L a r r y S c h a f f e r ( M ) def. B i l l
B e h r m a n n 6-2, 6-2.
G a r c i a - S o b i e r a j def. A. H a r u m R u b i n o f f 3-6, 10-8, 6 - 4 ; S c h a f f e r Q u a y def. A n t o n e t t i - L o n g s h o r e 6-0,
6-1.
A n d r e s D o n n a d i e n - T o m W r i g h t (M)
def. F i l o s o f - B e h r m a n n 6-2, 6 - 1 .
»?••••;• '• •'—•

.•' '

GENUINE ENGRAVED

Package Store

QfeMyyl,
SAMPLES MAILED
UPON RE0UEST

^zYou
feel so new and fresh and
good—all over —when you pause for
'Coca-Cola. It's sparkling with quick
^refreshment... and it's so pure and
wholesome —naturally friendly
(to your figure. Let it do things —
good things *- for you.

•

Dancing Nightly

FINEST OUALITT

Friday and Saturday

« , 105A.
©
1956, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
COMrV

114 Park Ave. N.

?79S
*S* 50

fXTRAS
«4 C M ,

Featuring the Bob Tate Trio

romra ONDE* AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COU eowwn•BT
ORLANDO COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Coke" is a r e g i s t e r e d t r a d e - m a r k .

Rollins golfers finally began to
display the form expected of them
before the season began, as they
swept ccfnsecutive matches from
Patrick Air Force and North Carolina twice.
The Tars looked their best of
the year against the Tarheels,
winning 28'/ 2 -8'/ 2 and 24'/ ; -12 , / 2 in
eight man matches Friday at Dubsdread and Saturday in Sanford at
the Mayfair Country Club.
Frank Boynton, Ed Dinga, Jim
Curti, Bob Ross, Bob Craig, Denny
Folken, Marlene Stewart, Ronnie
Terpac and Mano deUrresti played
for Rollins during the three
matches.
It was the first time this season
that Miss Stewart has played as
a member of the Men's Varsity,
but she swept both her matches
from the men's tee. Friday she
fired a one-under men's par 70 a t
Dusdread and Saturday a 75 in
Sanford.
Bob Ross shot the best Rollins
round of the week, a 65 against
Patrick Wednesday. His 31-34
rounds were six under par and
only two strokes off the Dubsdread record.
Ross, Boynton and Craig all
fired three-under-par 68's Friday
to lead the Tars to their resounding win over the Tarheels Friday.
Curti was medalist with a 69 Saturday in Sanford.
The three victories gave the
Rollins golfers a 6-3 record for
the season. The Tars have now
defeated Stetson, Patrick, Sanford Air Force Base, Georgia,
and North Carolina twice while
losing twice to Miami and once
to the University of Florida.
The Tars next match will be
Wednesday, when they oppose
Florida State, the Florida Intercollegiate champion which is undefeated in all competitive play
this season. The match will be
over the Tallahassee Country Club
course in Tallahassee.

Phone 3-6152

FR 3-3166

FREE Emboss**
•Address on *
Envelopes, v ;
• Orders -•»
T«Wi«g 530.0O:
or Mftre

Miami Engraving Co.
245 N.E. 37th ST. • M I A M I . FLORIDA
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Allelujah!

bunrise Service
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T V To Broadway

Hunts Shows

For Television, Broadway Stage

Draws Large
College Crowd
At 6:15 on Easter Sunday, the
annual sunrise service was held
on the shores of Lake Virginia. A
cross had been placed near the
dock, and a large crowd gathered
near the lakefront to participate
in the service.
Jim Locke read the Invocation
which was followed by two hymns.
Peter Adams read a Canticle t o
the sun just as it was rising in
the sky.
After Judith Adams had given
the scripture reading, Prof. Nina
Oliver Dean gave a short talk on
the promise of the morning, the
glories of nature, and the duty of
all of us to make the most of each
day. After the service, the Chi
Omega's served as hostesses for
an Easter breakfast.

BITS 0' NEWS
Mack Harrell, baritone, considered one of the greatest oratorio
singers in the country, has been
engaged for the 1957 Bach Festival. The festival is held each
March in Knowles Memorial Chapel and was taped this year for
a re-broadcast over NBC by Mr.
Frutchey of WPRK.

An intensive campaign to find
scripts by recognized or promising
new playwrights will be undertaken by TV to Broadway Productions, a new producing film established by Oscar S. Lerman.
TV to Broadway Productions
has been organized to present
plays in the various entertainment
fields; first, on television and subsequently, on the Broadway legitimate stage and/or films. A new
video show, "TV to Broadway," is
planned to showcase these scripts.
"The demand for quality dramas
for TV has grown tremendously
because of increased dramatic
programming."
Says Lerman, "it is the intention of TV to Broadway Productions to test new scripts on television, and, if successful, then
produce them on Broadway. In a
sense you could liken this to the
role the summer stock tryouts play
in the legitimate theatre. It has
become increasingly clear this past
season that both Broadway and
Hollywood are looking eagerly to
television as a showcase for potential properties."
Lerman also points out that
Worshippers gathered in the Knowles Memorial Chapel to celebrate there are thousands of talented
the risen Christ on Easter Sunday. Dean Darrah spoke to students writers throughout the country
who never even get the opportunand guests wh« appeared in Easter finery for the annual service.
ity of having their scripts read.

Television networks and advertising agencies responsible for
some programs, he adds, will not
accept a script unless submitted,
by an agent. "Who knows where
another Paddy Chayevsky will
emerge ?" asks Lerman.
Before submitting scripts, an
application may he secured by
writing to TV to Broadway Productions, Suite 609 147 West 42
Street, N.Y.C., and enclosing a
self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Book-A-Year Club
To Honor Mr. Camp
President and Mrs. Hugh F.
McKean have taken out the 146th
membership in the Rollins BookA-Year Club.
The membership is in memory
of the late George Camp Keiser,
Washington, D. C , and Winter
Park. Mr. Keiser practiced architecture in Winter Park until
World War II, when he served in
the Army Signal Corps. He was
a trustee of the Foreign Service
Educational Foundation and was
a member of the Visiting Committee of the Department of Middle
East Studies at Harvard..

The Phi Mu House became headquarters for the Easter Bunny
Saturday afternoon, March 31,
when the sorority entertained
twenty children from the Winter
Park Day Nursery. Janice Hamilton was in charge of the function.
A party of this type is given annually by the Phi Mu as a social
service project.
* **
Comndr. Donald B. Hawley, U. S.
Naval Reserve, spoke on Functions and Facilities of the Underwater Sound and Reference Laboratory at a meeting of the Sigma
Xi Club of Rollins College, Saturday, March 31, at 1 p.m., Knowles
Hall. A luncheon at 12:15 p.m. was
held in the Rollins Student Center
before adjourning for Cmndr.
Hawley's talk.

WINTER PARR
DRIVE-IN
THEATRE
North of Gateway
HIWAY 17-92
Phone 4-5261
WED. & THURS.

"Beast With a
Million Eyes"
Paul Birch, Lorna Thayer

"King Dinosaur"
Wanda Curtis, Bill Bryant

FRI. & SAT.

"There's Always
Tomorrow"
with Barbara Stanwick
and Fred MacMurray

"Treasure of the
Ruby Hills"
with Zachery Scott
and Carole Mathews

SUN., MON. & TUES.

"The Man With the
Golden Arm"
with Frank Sinatra
and Eleanor Parker

"Ghost Town"
with Marian Karr
and Kent Taylor

Box Office Opens 6:00
Closes 10:00 P.M.
Nightly
1st

Show

Mon. thru
7 P.M.

Fri.

SAT. - SUN. 6:30
Color Carton & Late
News with every
Program

^EH

A touch will tell you . . . an Accu-Ray Chesterfield is more perfectly packed... and that means
Chesterfield satisfies the most . . . burns more
evenly, smokes much smoother.

To the taste, too . . . Chesterfield packs more
pleasure. Firm and pleasing to the lips.. .mild yet.
deeply satisfying to the taste...Chesterfield alone>
is pleasure-packed by Accu-Ray.

MILD, YET THEYgafofy...THE MOST!
• Lecm 8t Mirnu TOBACCO Co.

KING-SIZE
I REGULAR

